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Problems are life-blood of mathematics. Here are some of my favourite problems [with comments].

1. Some number of frogs are squatting on a row of 2000 lily pads in a swamp. Each minute, if there are
two frogs on the same lily pad and this pad is not at either end of the row, the two frogs may jump to
the two adjacent lily pads (in opposite direction). Will this process go on for ever or stop after some
finite repetitions? Prove your assertion.

Non-numerical Monovariants : This is a classic problem which teaches a very useful trick.

2. Prove that
100! > (5!)20

Comparing Large Numbers : This problem is very easy. But it gives pretty good illustration of the
fact that we can compare numerical expressions without actually calculating their exact values.

3. Find all rational solutions of {
x2 + 5 = y2

x2 − 5 = z2

Congruum Problem : This problem was originally posed in 1225, as part of a mathematical tournament
held by Frederick II, Holy Roman Emperor, and answered correctly at that time by Fibonacci. This problem
leads to the “congruent number problem” which has not yet been brought to a successful resolution.

4. Given two non-perfect square natural numbers a and b, find an identity to represent√
a±
√
b

as sum of two different square root terms (like
√
· · · ±

√
· · ·)

Denesting nested radicals : This question is first step towards the simplification of expressions
containing nested radicals. As per my knowledge, this question was first tackled by Italian mathemati-
cians1. Using standard Galois theory of radical (Kummer) extensions, we can prove general results2.

5. NISER’s permanent campus is being laid out on the outskirts of Bhubaneswar. In residential area,
there are ten north-south streets and six east-west streets, forming blocks which are exactly square.
The Administrative Office has ordered that fire hydrants be installed at some of the intersections,
in such a way that no intersection will be more than two ”blocks” (really sides of block) away from
an intersection with a hydrant. (Thus, no building will be more than 21

2 blocks from hydrant.The
blocks need not be in the same direction.) What is the smallest number of hydrants that could be used?

The Art of Counting : I asked it as “Problem of the Week - 7” at NISER. Adapted from:“The
Wohascum County Problem Book” by Gilbert, Krusemeyer & Larson (The Mathematical Association of
America).

1Osler, T. J.. (2001). Cardan Polynomials and the Reduction of Radicals. Mathematics Magazine, 74(1), 26–32. http:

//doi.org/10.2307/2691150
2Bill Dubuque, Simplify

√
3
√
5− 3
√
4., URL: http://math.stackexchange.com/q/194148. Also see, “Ramanujan’s route to

roots of roots” lecture notes by Prof. B. Sury, URL: http://www.isibang.ac.in/~sury/ramanujanday.pdf
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